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Abstract
This paper will present and discuss creative practice-base; the alternative approach using clays as a matrix for printmaking. The study replicated Lyon’s framework of clay matrix. This research shows the sample of an experiment using multiple combinations of mediums that is suitable for this type of printmaking. The experiment concludes non-woven paper is the best use for clay print. It also opens the possibility of the idea that non-woven materials can also be made of clay print such as kitchen towels, polypropylene and table linen. Clay print is full of surprises and charms, it is also an example of how this technology will integrate and benefit both Fine Arts and Ceramic fields.
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Introduction
Printmaking is the method of creating artwork utilizing a printing technique; that is, the method of transferring an image from a matrix surface to a sheet of paper, or another medium's surface. Melot (1988) stated "Print-making components; matrix or a model for displaying the material and the image; a plate or block is a must in the process of making artwork. The art of printing has been practiced for the purpose of duplicate script and manuscript. The catch of this approach is that it will manufacture and sell bulk products on a wide scale. "The calculation must be precise for the board to produce mass production. Matrix is a block or scheme that has the same measurement quantity as long as the block remains true to the matrix according to Oxford (2016). This principle applies to printmaking techniques ranging from relief, intaglio, silkscreen and lithography. However, there’s a type of print discipline called monotype; Abdullah (2020) explains it is a discipline that is achieved by making print but is not treated as a "copy" but rather as an "original.". Mono-print feathered the gap between other disciplines, the sky's the limit as monotype able to adapt with any medium.

Across the globe, Mitch Lyons, an American ceramic artist has found a creative way of mono-printing. He noticed that the concept of clay was acceptable for printing. This distinctive feature is a significant element that is highlighted in this research. Melot (1988) and Waever (1989) proclaimed that clay has a plasticity characteristic value; it can easily be modelled, formed and built by combining it with the concept matrix that can create a special style of art. Lyons saw this as a chance to mix this style of conventional art with something modern. College of the Arts (2016) claims the artists follow printmaking in new, philosophical and imaginative ways, based on the printmaking fundamentals.
"I'm still intrigued by printers, the way they work and the artwork makes me wonder what if I could achieve the attitude of printers in the field of ceramics" Lyons (2017).

In comparison to painting and sculpture, clay print has its qualities that cross both printmaking and ceramic practice. He describes that by using the clay slab to be the base and the paint slips to substitute the ink to produce images, the clay may be transferred to another surface. According to Sill (1981) and Lucas (2015) the transition takes place because of the static charge between the clay and the paper. The clay matrix builds up the positive charge and draws the colour slides to the negative charge of the unwoven surface and absorbs the “dust” like a magnet.

Based on current and previous studies relevant to the alternative matrix, clay printing requires more comprehensive knowledge and introduction to Malaysia, on other hand, there are not many studies on clay print in Malaysia. The objective of this research is to replicate Lyons’s framework of clay print. This research will benefit different groups within the art society such as curators, artists, designers, and art educators in Malaysia, who have been able to use clay as matrix.

**Method**

The purpose of this research is to replicate Lyons’s clay print matrix and do an observation the leaves marks with different medium and papers The matrix will be examined using a water-based medium: gouache, watercolour, colour slip, pastel powder and pencil, and various paper textures (woven and nonwoven).

The construction for the matrix is made from a plywood 36 cm x 32.9 cm (as base), two 30.2cm x 2.9cm x 0.5 and two 32.9cm x 2.9cm x 0.5 cm wood (as a frame). The skeleton of the matrix has a slot space in the middle for the clay slab to be inserted later. Fig .1. Shows the diagram of how the skeleton is made. The frame and the base were fused together with wood glue and nails and let it sit for 12 hours. After the drying process, a layer plastic sheet was put inside the slot for protecting the wood surface from getting wet. A 1.5 kg of earthenware clay was put inside the block with a slabbing technique. Sprayed a few veils of a mist of water onto the slab and covered with a plastic sheet to keep the clay moist.

![Figure 1. Fabricating the matrix](image-url)
Clay print is taking influence from traditional print technique; woodcut, linocut, engraving and it is mostly inspired by Planography but with a twist of monoprint. Print on clay is a form of art that complements the unique features of printmaking and ceramic art. The experiment runs with the method suggested by Lyons. In the test, the researcher used earthenware clay because it is much more commonly used both in the education field and industry than porcelain clay. Some additional material and medium were added by the researcher. The material is additional water base mediums' gouache, watercolour, colour slip, pastel powder and ink.

![Figure 2: medium and surface selection](image)

Figure 2 shows the chosen medium and surface. The reason behind the selection is the familiarity of a medium utilised around the studio, with the additional materials suggested by Lyons to include Pellon and colour slip (liquid clay mixed with paint pigment). The medium was chosen to be water-base because the clay is not suitable with oil base medium. Then, the materials were labelled according to types as illustrated in figure 2.
After the material was selected, the matrix and the material were put in an experiment. The step is the base of Lyons’s framework of producing clay print. Fig 3 exhibits the step used in the process. In this process, there are multiple media being tested, while in Lyons original process only used colour slips.

The first step is to place the clay slab into the slot, smooth the surface from lumps and debris. Then, apply a water-base medium onto the clay matrix. Tools such as brush may be used in this step to help with the imagery construct. After the illustration is completed, spray a mist of water using a bottle to the matrix. The matrix needs to be moist, not wet. Let it rest for two minutes before using the matrix. When the matrix is ready to be used, place the paper onto the matrix and rub the back with a metal spoon. During this process, electrostatics pulls the medium from the matrix to the surface of the paper. Thus, the transferring process has occurred. After the transferring process, the paper can simply be hand pulled hence the transferring process is completed and the image is observed.

Fig 4 showed a sample of steps being executed using Lyons’s framework. It starts with the clay slab placed in the slot and proceeds to apply medium onto the matrix. Then a spray bottle was used to make a wisp of mist on the surface, after a decent amount of time the transferring process from the matrix to paper started. The rubbing process was done in a circular motion to get the full image transfer to the paper and after that, on the hand pull process the paper was lifted carefully. The result was a mirror image from the matrix. The process is repeated with different mediums and paper to observe the different results that occur.
Finding

The experiment was done in the Printmaking studio, UiTM Shah Alam. The matrix follows the process as stated in figure 3. The earthen clay slab was placed inside the slot and mediums were applied onto the matrix. Fig 5 exhibits the five types of the medium; 5.a is (WB. G(1)), 5.b is (WB. W(2)), 5.c is (WB. S(3)), 5.d is (WB. P (4)) and 5.e is (WB. I (5)). The medium clearly has different opacity for instance fig 5.b and fig 5.e display the effects produced on the matrix. (WB. I (5)) and (WB. W (2)) is more transparent than (WB. G (1)), (WB. S (3)) and (WB. P (4)).

There are various marks left on the papers, some are compatible with medium and some are not. The result was documented and classified according to versatility of leaving marks. Fig 6 presents the data collected from the experiment. (WB. G (1)) on fig 6.a exhibit the medium is mild versatile to the papers. The pigment was sodden when it was hand-pulled.
Thus, it has a misty image. Fig 6.b shows (WB. W (2)) pigment fades after it was printed multiple times on (W001) and (W002). The images are not consistent unlike (WB. G (1)) the image becomes deform each time. Fig 6.c indicates (WB. S (3) has moderate rate of compatibility with (W001) but a chuck of the fibred caught on the matrix surface. Fig 6.d exhibit (WB. P (4)) has a versatile leaving marks on (NW001). The image has definitely appeared with other papers. (WB. I (5)) was also tested with (NW001) but the image was hazy as shown in fig 6.e. The ink vanishes when it dries leaving the clay marks only.

![Figure 6: Results from experiments](image)

**Result and Conclusion**

The table below shows the data collected from the experiment. It concludes (NW00) and (NW002) are versatile with the most water-based mediums than woven paper. This shows non-woven paper is suitable for clay print and also supports the electrostatic theory [6], the non-woven paper has greater electric build charge than woven paper. Material such as Pellon and felt are ideal for conducting this experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water-base mediums</th>
<th>(W001)</th>
<th>(W002)</th>
<th>(NW001)</th>
<th>(NW002)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(WB. G (1))</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WB. W (2))</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WB. S (3))</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WB. P (4))</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
<td>Versatile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WB. I (5))</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
<td>Not versatile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Data collection*
Figure 7 exhibits samples from the non-woven papers. 7.a & 7.c, are (NW002) and 7.b & 7.c, are (NW001). The image is much clearer than the others displayed on woven papers and also, they can pick the image on the matrix without damaging the fibres, unlike the woven papers.

The project was inspired by a cross-disciplinary ceramist who had the desire to cross the gaps. Clay printing has never been done in Malaysia. This type of printing is special, it could be modified to the matrix system and also retain the essence of the earth. It was tested to see how versatile the matrix leaving marks on different types of paper. What follows next is several experiments performed to obtain data on how compatible the relationship between the medium and the surface is. Non-woven papers are seen to be used on the qualifying surface for this specific print form, while woven papers are not used. By replicating Lyon’s framework of clay matrix the creative practice – based can do research by recording into work and compilation. This research will be continued in the future to be reviewed by printmakers and educators for eligibility of reassurance for clay print to adapt and utilize in Malaysia.
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